Wonderful Mira.
Since being named 'wonderful' in the seventeenth century for its peculiar brightness variability, Mira A has been the subject of extensive research and become the prototype for a whole class of 'Mira' variable stars. The primary star in a binary system, Mira A is reaching the end of its life and currently undergoing an extended period of enhanced mass loss. Recent observations have revealed a surrounding arc-like structure and a stream of material stretching 12 light years away in opposition to the arc. In this article, I review recent modelling of this cometary appearance as a bow shock with an accompanying tail of material ram pressure stripped from the head of the bow shock, place Mira in an evolutionary context, predict its future with reference to the similar star R Hya and planetary nebula Sh 2-188, and speculate some avenues of research both on Mira itself and on other 'Mira-like' stars with bow shocks and tails. I also discuss the implications of this discovery for our own star, the Sun.